
Pair with Roger™ and experience the difference!*

Pair with Roger™ and experience the difference!*

Hear the birds 
chirping again

You’re passionate about music 
and superior sound quality

Select
Our most innovative hearing technology level 
comes with state-of-the-art features so you can 
effortlessly transition between vibrant, complex 
surroundings and calm listening environments.

Advanced
Our most popular hearing technology level 
provides advanced noise management and 
speech processing - ideal for active environments 
like restaurants, meetings and outdoor activities.

Standard
Our Standard technology level is ideal for hearing 
in small groups, telephone conversations, music 
and driving. This technology level is great for 
improving everyday listening experiences.

Seemlessly watch TV 
and listen to the radio

Have comfortable 
conversations 

Enjoy clear phone 
conversations

Interact in group settings

Follow conversations 
from any direction

Enjoy outdoor activities with 
ease and reduced wind noise

Comfortably experience 
live events

Experience clear, full sound 
with reduced background noise

Hear the birds 
chirping again

Enjoy listening to music 
with reduced interference

Seemlessly watch TV 
and listen to the radio

Have comfortable 
conversations

Enjoy clear phone 
conversations

Interact in group settings

Follow conversations 
from any direction

Hear the birds 
chirping again

Seemlessly watch TV 
and listen to the radio

Have comfortable 
conversations

Enjoy clear phone 
conversations

Choose the best performance level for 
your everyday listening needs.

We have rated our technology 
levels based on overall product 

quality, features and benefits, with 
the understanding that everyone’s 

hearing is unique and what may be a 
5 star hearing solution for someone 

may not be for someone else.

Pair with Roger™ and experience the difference!*

Rewards



®CAA and CAA logo trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association. CAA Rewards™ used by the Canadian Automobile Association. †Based on national physician referrals over the tenure of the corporation’s Canadian business operations compared to the disclosed referral count of leading competitors. *Roger™ technology and accessories not compatible with all hearing aid models. Ask your Hearing Care Professionals for details.

Choose the perfect hearing solution for your hearing health and lifestyle.

Hearing Solutions

Behind the 
Ear (BTE)

Receiver in 
Canal (RIC) Full Shell (FS) In the Canal 

(ITC / HS)

Roger On™

Remote Control

Partner Mic

ActiveVent™

Accessories

$

TV Connector

Charging Case

$

$

$

$

Completely in 
the Canal (CIC)

Hearing aid types

Level of hearing 
loss best for

Compatible 
accessories

Lifestyle options 
available

Roger On™
Remote Control

Partner Mic
ActiveVent™

TV Connector
Charging Case

Mild
Moderate

Severe

Mild
Moderate

Severe
Profound

Mild
Moderate

Severe

Mild
Moderate

Severe

Mild
Moderate

Roger On™
Remote Control

Partner Mic
TV Connector
Charging Case

Roger On™
Remote Control

Partner Mic
TV Connector

Roger On™
Remote Control

Partner Mic
TV Connector

Mini Control
Roger Neckloop
*T-coil required

Roger Neckloop

Lyric™
100% Invisible

Mild
Moderate

SoundLync
*not shown here

Life Fit

Slim


